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Pavtube Apple TV Converter Suite is a combination of the powerful Pavtube DVD to Apple
TV Converter and easy to use Pavtube Video to Apple TV Converter, which can rip DVDs
and convert videos to MPEG-4 video or H.264 video that can be playback on Apple TV.
Moreover, with the comprehensive functions, you can easily add logos, comments, images on
the video, trim the DVD movies to get your favorite duration, select the correct aspect ratio for
your Apple TV, choose the special effect to optimize the output picture quality, and even
remove the original audio track as you like. You can enjoy the DVD movies and other
attractive videos on your Apple TV freely.

Fast convert DVD and other videos into Apple TV video formats.
Trim DVD movies to the certain length.
Deinterlacing function to remove picture pixels and stripes.
Perfect audio video sync output quality.

Main Features

Various supported formats

Input?

 DVD formats, Video formats (*.avi,*.divx, *.wmv, *.wma, *.asf, *.dvr-ms, *.wav, dts in
wav, *.rm, *.rmvb, *.ra, *.mov, *.qt, *.mp4, *.3gp, *.3g2, *.dv, *.m4b, *.m4v, *.m4a,
*.aac, *.flv, *.f4v (YouTube, Hulu, Fox, etc.), *.dat, *.mpg, *.vob, *.mod from JVC,
Panasonic, Cannon,*.m2v, *.tod (JVC), *.m2t, *.m2ts (Blu-ray), *.ts, *.tp, *.evo, *.mkv,
*.dv);
Audio formats (*.au, *.mp3, *.mp2, *.flac, *.ape, *.ogg, *.8svx, *.aiff,*.aif, *.caf, *.dts,
*.smv, *.tta, *.voc)
Image formats (*.jpg, *.ico, *.bmp, *.png, *.gif, *.tiff)
Others (*.flc, *.fli, *.mxf, *.gxf, *.pss, *.mvi, *.mtv, *.vdr, *.pmf, *.pva, *.k3g, *.vp6, *.nsv,
*.nuv, *.dmskm)

output?

Video?MP4 (supported by Apple TV MPEG-4 512x384, Apple TV H.264 1280x720,
Apple TV H.264 720x480),MOV (QuickTime video), M4V (MPEG-4 video formats for
iPod and PSP)

Audio?MP3, WAV
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Amazing various watermark types

You can add the company logo, your comments, animations or other video on the video to
protect your copyright or meet your other needs.

Preview with one click

Just one click to have a preview of the whole movie before conversion.

Support convert images into video

You can easily import images and pictures including *.jpg, *.ico, *.bmp, *.png, *.gif, *.tiff) into
the program and convert them into the H.264 video and MPEG-4 video that can playback on
Apple TV.

High conversion speed

Owning to adopting the advanced multi-threading technology, this program offers you the
superb fast ripping speed beyond your imagination.

Fine output picture quality

This program provides you many solutions on optimizing picture quality such as using
deinterlacing option to remove the lines and stripes on the video picture, and choose the
Simple gauss blur effect mode to remove the picture noise.

Special effect mode

In the Effect panel, you can adjust brightness, saturation, contrast and choose one effect
mode from those choices: Simple gauss blur, Simple laplacian sharpen, Gray, Flip color,
invert and Aged film.

Merge multiple videos into one file

You can merge the multiple video clips into one file without any interruption during the
conversion process.

Capture attractive images

You can capture the amazing images you like from the movie during the preview show.

System Requirements

Windows NT4.0 + SP6/2000/XP/Vista
Memory: 64MB at least
512MB hard disc space or above
Microsoft DirectX 9.0 or above
QuickTime 6.0 or above
Windows Media Player 9.0 or above
DVD-ROM
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